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My opinion

lifetime checking and balancingÂ itsÂ inner and outer
ecosystems.

Reference(s)
We grew up in developing countries and knew only
about blood â€œcomponentâ€• banks. Then we
moved toÂ a developed country and were introduced
to tissue â€œspermâ€• banks. NowÂ we
areÂ expecting that the developedÂ groupÂ of nations
may beÂ looking up to the developingÂ groupÂ of
nations for filling upÂ poop â€œbiomeâ€• banks [1-3]
unless the developing group of nations becomes
developed too fastÂ turning their populationsâ€™
ancient biomesÂ too modern and thus worthless for
banking. It may be good time to learn from history that
just likeÂ component and sperm,Â biome owned by its
producerÂ may beÂ a sought-after commodity [4-5]
which others may need to better their health. The
recipients may be willing to pay for biomes because
life-styles of healthier biomesâ€™ owners are difficult
to emulate as recipients' life-histories and life-styles
have not allowed recipientsâ€™ bodies toÂ develop
healthy biomes on their own [6]. Now the question
arises whether we are objectifying and monetizing not
only our cells but also our wastes as well.Â
Â
First, we must start accepting that excreted biomes
are not wastes to abhor but represent inner
ecosystems to adore. Henceforth, transactional
objectivityÂ with corresponding monetary activity may
ensure checks and balances in this evolving future
wherein not only what weÂ own asÂ our cells canÂ be
put to good use for others but also whom we home as
our biomes can be used to alleviate suffering in others.
Subsequently, whether oneÂ isÂ sharing biomes with
a local bank or the global vault, whether the one who
is sharing biomes isÂ a naÃ¯ve native or a shrewd
capitalist, and whether or not one is
sharingÂ information with recipient about one's
life-history and life-style so that the recipient
canÂ emulate maintenanceÂ of healthier inner
ecosystemÂ with transplanted oneâ€™s biome,
life-changing biomesÂ may be assumed as figuratively
pricelessÂ asÂ "immortal" HeLa cells [7-8].
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Â
Summarily, whenÂ one signsÂ overÂ one'sÂ biome to
bank or vault, one must realize thatÂ one
isÂ sharingÂ one'sÂ signature product whichÂ one's
body as a machine has tediously developed over a
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